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The 2023 Israeli Animation Catalog showcases the achievements and projects 
of Israel's animation industry. With 60 diverse projects, including feature 
films, shorts, TV series, web series, games, and more, Israel demonstrates its 
artistic endeavors and emerging status as an animation powerhouse.

The growth of the Israeli Animation industry can be attributed, in part, to the 
Animation Guild Israel. Formed during the production of the acclaimed film 
"Waltz with Bashir," the guild has evolved into a collective of 500 animators. It 
fosters an international animation community in Israel and collaborates with 
studios, funds, and festivals.

The government's pilot tax credit system for the film industry, introduced 
in 2022, has further bolstered the animation sector. Alongside support from 
Israeli funds, this system has attracted significant investments into animation 
projects, facilitating new partnerships and co-production opportunities.

Animation's inclusion in the tax credit system and the Animation Guild Israel's 
collaboration with The Israeli Studios solidify Israel as a thriving animation 
hub. Join us in our exciting journey of industry growth.

Animation in Israel Catalog 2023
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Land of Limpopo
90' | 2D Traditional Animation | 2025 | €600K, 50% secured

Sand Castle
78' | 3D Animation | 2024

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN PRODUCTION  

Gur Bentwich & Shahaf Ram
GuruMaya Productions

A Tel-Aviv saga that skips back and forth 
in time over 100 years in the lives of one 
building and its tenants. A building’s 
stream of consciousness that is also a 
fabled history of a country which has 
risen from the sand to reach the sky 
but threatens to disintegrate back to 
mere rubble.

Pitchipoy Animtion Productions
Near the water line stands a magnificent 
sand castle. Children only finished a little 
while ago building it. What is happening 
inside the sand castles after the children 
went home? A small window opened  
in one of the top floors of the palace, a 
small figure, pretty and delicate, made 
entirely of sand and salt, is peering out. 
This is the sad and dreamy Princess Sand. 
She lives in this palace with her parents, 
King Salt and Queen Beach that prohibit 
the delicate princess to leave the palace 
boundaries. She sneaks out to discover 
the wonderful world outside the Palace.

Contact:
gurumaya@gmail.com

Contact:  
ofir@pitchipoy.tv

www.pitchipoy.tv

Feature Films
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Cinema Rex
75' | 2D Traditional Animation | 35% secured

Grandpa’s Car
90' | 3D Animation

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

Mayan Engelman & Eliran Peled
1938, The Rex movie theater opens its 
doors in a grand gala on the most fragile 
location in Jerusalem -where two rivals 
meet. At the center of the plot are two 
ten years old: The projector's son, Moeiz, 
a Jewish boy, and the popcorn seller's 
daughter, Ranin, an Arab girl. Although 
he speaks only Hebrew, and she speaks 
only Arabic, they form a close friendship 
based on a new language, the language 
of cinema. The Rex Cinema becomes 
the center of their lives, and when the 
conflict gets sizzling outside, they will 
need to find a way to protect it.

Funkeyz Animation 
Director: Doron Meir 
Producer: Shuki Gamliel

In a world controlled by AI, teenage Ellie 
longs for the magical adventures she 
shared with her grandfather in his vintage 
car. When her father plans to scrap it, 
Ellie takes the car and escapes the city, 
only to find herself among outlaws living 
in the untamed lands beyond. But when 
the car is stolen, Ellie must navigate this 
new world, make friends, and overcome 
obstacles to reclaim it. As she learns the 
truth about her family and the world, Ellie 
realizes that balance between the past 
and the future, order and chaos, is the key 
to true happiness.

Contact:  
mayan1000@gmail.com / peledeliran@gmail.com

www.mayansart.com

Contact:  
shuki@funkeyzanimation.com

www.funkeyzanimation.com

Feature Films
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The Stage
105' | Mixed Media | €60K secured

No Witches in The Valley
62' | 2D Traditional Animation | 2025 | Secured €125K

Yuval Nathan 
NORMA Productions

A historical satire about David, a gifted 
Jewish-German musician who arrives in 
a kibbutz to lead the flagship cultural 
project of the Zionist movement in the 
30's, the stage of Yanbutim. It is mainly 
remembered for collapsing with hundreds 
of singers during its opening event, in-
front of thousands – causing the shadow 
of eternal shame on the kibbutz. Through 
the ongoing argument about who is to 
blame for the disgrace, the story of David 
emerges. He came to seek self-fulfillment 
in the world of socialist mediocrity. Despite 
endless debate, one thing is agreed… David 
played a crucial part in the collapse.

Ayala Sharot 
Mind the Gap Animation (Israel) 
Duetto (France)

A hybrid, feature length animated 
documentary. Ayala's seven-year-old son 
suffers from nightmares about witches. 
She realizes that the fear of witches runs 
in the family and decides to delve into 
the past in order to find out why. Miriam, 
her late grandmother, was considered 
by Ayala’s father to be a bad mother – 
somewhat of a witch herself. When Ayala 
finds her lost memoirs, she discovers the 
origin story of the family trauma.

Contact:
assaf@norma.co.il / yuvalnathan1111@gmail.com

www.norma.co.il

Contact:  
ayalasharot@gmail.com

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  
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Looking for: Funding

Looking for: Co-Production

Feature Films
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The Watch Saver
90' | 3D Animation | €125K grant

Gai Safran Lulai, Kobi Filiba
Tommy is 10 years old, lives in New York.
He used to live normal life until he found 
out he is the "Watch Saver", which means 
he's got a responsibility as a time keeper, 
guarding the time from evil forces. The 
watch is 100 years old. once someone's got 
his hands on it, he can control the time and 
change the time zone, as well as becoming 
younger. Tommy received the watch as 
a baby from his mom some time before 
she got killed by the crime organization. 
10 years later, Tommey realizes he's the 
chosen one. Charlie, a head of crime 
organization and former criminal, wants to 
get it's watch to become younger.

Contact:
kobif9@gmail.com

kobif.artstation.com

Feature Films
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Looking for: Funding

  IN DEVELOPMENT  
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America
1' | Mixed Media | 2023

Sunday
10' | Mixed Media | 2023

F*ck the South
9' | Cut-out Animation | 2023

Short Films
Shahar Shmilovich & Roni Schwartz

Have you ever felt what loneliness is? Will I manage not 
to give up? Everything is cold and alienated around me, 
only I don't have the point of light. Daniela, moves to 
America, to the "Big Apple". She realizes very quickly that 
she feels trapped in a foreign place and is overwhelmed 
with homesickness. Despite her visits to crowded places 
in New York, she is always haunted by the feeling of 
loneliness. After arriving at her small apartment in the 
suburbs of Manhattan, she chooses to surrender to the 
darkness.

Elkie Leonie Hershberg,  
Tom Kouris & Hani Dombe
TOM & HANI Animation

At an old wooden table in his small apartment in 
Notting Hill, Richard Duncan McNulty (84) sits down 
like every Sunday morning reading the newspaper 
peacefully from back to back, sipping a warm cup of 
tea. But today is going to be different, a knock on his 
door will threaten to shake his existence and change 
his life forever.  

Tom Schwartz, Shuzin (Yoni Levin) 
& Hemi (Kfir Artzi)
Tom Presents

A man who nothing ever works for him, dreams of being 
a criminal but is afraid to get caught - until he hears 
about the south, the place where there are no rules, a 
paradise for criminals..

Contact:  shmilovichsh@gmail.com

Contact:  studio@tomandhani.com 

Contact:  shizgraff@gmail.com

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN PRODUCTION  
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Short Films
Old City Song
6' | Experimental Stop Motion | 2024

Pillowz
14' | 2D Traditional Animation | 2024

White Noise
15' | Stop Motion & Live action | 2024

Renen Adar

The never-ending cycle of life and death of the old city 
of Jerusalem, comes to life through experimental, semi-
abstract stop-motion animation made with elements 
from the city itself during night time. Its walls, windows, 
plants growing between its bricks, bullet-holes in its walls, 
holy building ornaments and more, all synchronized to 
“City Song” by the Noise Rock band Daughters. Together, 
they portray Jerusalem’s nature as colorful and diverse, 
but also intense, violent and dark – a city destined to 
be destroyed and rise over and over again by different 
rulers, each claiming it as its own.

Moshe Ben-Avraham 
Animoshe

The film unfolds the story of Terry, a clumsy and violent 
troll, haunted by his past and looking for redemption 
for his soul. Soft and lovable dwarves, whom he treats 
rudely, require him to change his attitude and they win 
a revolutionary but controversial rescue operation.

Eran Luzon & Michael Negari

In an underground bar located in a big deserted TV, 
three stories intertwine: A dying guru dog is seeking 
to clear his legacy. A Jewish snail’s belief is tested by a 
sketchy massage. Three gardeners are dealing with a 
psychedelic watermelon robbery’s implication.

Contact:  renen.adar@gmail.com

Contact:  animoshe@gmail.com

Contact:  luzon10@gmail.com

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN PRODUCTION  
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Looking for: Co-Production
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www.weareonlygettingworse.com
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Taste of Heaven
6' | 2D Traditional Animation | 2024

Where Is the Mother
7' | 2D Traditional Animation 

Hold On
10' | 3D Animation

Isaac Sverdlov & Daniella Bokor 
The Hive Studio

Baruch is a young Jewish student, determined to get 
to Heaven by suffering hell in his lifetime. He starts 
working for a tough woman, believing she will make 
him miserable. She does, and all goes well. Until things 
start to develop between the two.

Hadas Almagor

Once upon a time there was a Jewish princess and drag 
queen named Kalma. After the lose of her grandmother 
the queen, Kalma is next in line for the throne. Her 
family tries to overthrow her for not being conservative 
enough, but this b*tch came to slay!

Danielle Ventura & Ayelet Zorer

What to do when one of our loved ones is ill, and in 
their disease sucks them deep into their memories and 
keeps that person buried there. What does dementia 
sundowning look like? Black darkness? Are the patients 
locked in a parallel world when it happens? Can the 
patient remember such moments? To lose memory is 
to lose a piece of one’s life. And what is left of a person 
after they forget their stories? What do they leave 
behind them? A man and his granddaughter sit and 
chat about the past.

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com

Contact:  hadasiya@gmail.com

Contact:  danielle@smartcreative.studio

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  
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Looking for: Co-Production

Looking for: Co-Production
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Fragments
15' | Mixed Media

Rewind
5' | 2D Traditional Animation | 2023

Chasing Butterflies
10' | 2D Traditional Animation

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

Daniella Schnitzer 
Les Valseurs

Yael arrives to Israel to say goodbye to her recently 
deceased grandfather, who was a proud pioneer in the 
first days of the country. The meeting with the family 
and reading her grandfather's memories book takes Yael 
back to the memories with her grandfather whom she 
adored so much, and leads her to question the Zionist 
Israeli heritage of her family which she grew up on and 
which she no longer feels a part of.

Bracha Bennett Garland

A clockwork mother and child march along together 
on the path of time. On their journey they encounter 
obstacles which will split them apart. What happens 
when the journey ends for one before they can 
reconcile?

Hadar Oren

Pink and red butterflies flutter in Iris’ world. When one 
lands on a person, they fall in love. But no butterfly has 
ever landed on Iris, which challenges her relationships 
with family and friends. At prom, when butterflies 
push Iris’ friends away from her, Iris decides to chase a 
butterfly herself, but it’s useless. Iris discovers that she’s 
Aromantic and Asexual, and that focusing on romance 
and sexuality has blinded her to different shades of love 
and attraction. Iris realizes that each person has their 
way of relating, and with the help of people around her, 
she finds her own.

Contact:  schnitzer.daniella@gmail.com

Contact:  bbennettgarland@gmail.com

Contact:  hadar.oren.art@gmail.com 
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Looking for: Fundinghadarorenart.wixsite.com/hroart

www.daniellaschnitzer.com

Short Films
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Moon Dream
8' | Mixed Media | 2024

Unfound
7'47" | 2D Traditional Animation | 2022

Dealing with Past Sexual Abuse
4'46" | 2D Rig Animation | 2022

Shahar Davis

After a big fight with his wife, a 40-year-old guy goes 
for a night walk in the woods. He falls asleep and in 
his dream he has a spiritual awakening. He learns how 
to take on his adult responsibilities without losing the 
connection to the essence of life. He returns home with 
a new perspective.

Shahar Balfour 
Bezalel Academy of Arts and Design

A Little girl sets to explore a wondrous darkening street 
as evening falls, not noticing she was left alone. An old 
lady loses her way inside her own home, where memory 
crumbles and familiar space becomes foreign and 
threatening. In two parallel timelines, both characters 
lose their way as they wander on a journey between 
reality and imagination.

Tom Danieli 
TMC Animation

A picture of a man from Zoe's past appears during a 
slumber party. Astonished by her reaction, she sought 
help from her mother.

Contact:  shahar.davis@gmail.com

Contact:  ibud.unfound@gmail.com

Contact:  tomsharir@gmail.com

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

www.davis.co.il

www.tomdanieli.com

chartzan.myportfolio.com
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Insulation
3' | Mixed Media | 2022

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

You're OK.
5'55" | Mixed Media | 2022

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

Remainder
3'16" | 2D Cut-out Animation | 2022

Danny Godunov

In the pursuit of separation from his surroundings, Garry 
discovers that excessive insulation can be overwhelming 
as well.

Shachar Agranat 
& Rachel Zilberberg 

On her way back from a fun evening out with her best 
friend Johnny, Tamar passes through Nachlaots’ dark 
and narrow alleys where she is brutally attacked. she 
then finds herself in a vicious cycle which she tries to 
break.

Goozma Animation

The story of Amnon Zilberspitz, who survived the 
Holocaust, and was then called upon to defend his 
newfound homeland.

Contact:  d.godunov@gmail.com

Contact:  ryhsz29@gmail.com

Contact:  dov@goozma.com 
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www.goozma.com

Short Films
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Pickles
8'46" | 2D Traditional Animation | 2023

Out of Sight
8'03" | 2D Traditional Animation | 2023

Paratrooper
8' | Mixed Media | 2023

Ania Kaspi Shema & Miri Dochikian 
ANKA Studio

Inna is a 14 years old immigrant to Israel. She must 
cope with the difficulties of learning the new language, 
getting used to the blunt culture and socializing with 
the highly unpredictable Israeli boys. The letter she 
receives from her friend from Ukraine forces her to 
reply and emphasize the gap between her desire to be 
loved and belong and the difficulties and humiliation 
she goes through during the absorption period.

Daniel Ambaya 
Producer: Itzik Rivkin 

The film depicts the life of a downtrodden Ethiopian 
immigrant family through the eyes of the young boy Eli, 
who tries to live out his dream of becoming a parachutist 
by playing with plastic bags.

Tamar Dadon Raveh

In 1946, Sarah and Ruth, two European girls, meet 
aboard a ship on its way to Israel and share the diffrent 
stories of their survival in hiding during the holocaust. 
The opening video to 'Kiddush Hashem Archive's new 
interactive exhibition "Out of Sight".

Contact:  studio@ankanimation.com

Contact:  Ambaya111@gmail.com

Contact:  tamayabb@gmail.com

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

www.ankanimation.com

www.tamardr.com
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Short Films
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TV Series
Flying Thoughts
39x7' | 2D Traditional Animation

Kombina
52x11' | 2D Rig Animation

Aquamensch!
10X11' | 2D Cut-out Animation

Yotam Galpaz & Lev Orlov 
West Negev Animation Initiative 
The Hive Studio

'Flying Thoughts' is a show about daydreaming, and 
what we can gain from it. Tommy is a curious and 
sensitive daydreamer, and with his ‘Flying Thoughts’ we 
will embark on a journey into his imagination, gaining 
a new perspective on the difficulties, concerns, and 
hopes that children his age have. Together with Tommy’s 
imaginary friends we encounter concerns and dilemmas 
in everyday life, and hop on magical adventures to 
understand the options that are right in front of him.

Ori Goldberg & Amit Ashkenazi 
 

The fun adventures of a cursed magical Rabbi in an 
underwater city filled with mythological creatures.

Anan Gibson, Tal Darmon 
& Shalev Ben Elya 
West Negev Animation Initiative 
The Hive Studio

A 9 year old overachieving go-getter hitches a ride with 
her borderline-senile grandfather and his free-spirited 
guide dog. Under her management they start a food 
truck business and go on a cross country road trip.

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com

Contact:  ogparshedona@gmail.com

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

www.origoldberg.art
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All Nighters
52x11' | 2D Animation

Jam & Re
39x7' | 3D Animation

Tales of the Jewish Pirates
9x15' | 2D Cut-out Animation

Aviv Ziv 
West Negev Animation Initiative 
The Hive Studio

Two best friends trying to achieve the ultimate goal – 
to stay up all night! And on the verge of sleep, as night 
falls, the city becomes an urban fantasy, and adventure 
awaits at every corner.

The Hive Studio 
The Hive Studio (Israel), 
Valk Productions (Netherlands) 
Flipbook Studio (UK) 
Golem & Linea, 3.0 Studio (France)

Tales of the Jewish Pirates is an animated anthology for 
adults inspired by true events that took place from the 
beginning of the Spanish Inquisition to the Golden Age 
of Piracy. Each chapter is animated using a different type 
of animation, depending on the story and directors.

Uri Lotan & Amit R. Gicelter 
West Negev Animation Initiative 
The Hive Studio

Get ready to meet the Kingdom of Sol's most beloved 
entertainers – Jam the Jester and his groovy lute, Re! 
They're the court jesters of Prince Staccato, a well-
meaning but often misguided ruler who struggles to keep 
peace among the goblins, giants, dragons, and humans 
all living together. Luckily, Jam and Re are here to save 
the day. They can turn any frown upside down, creating 
harmony and keeping the kingdom safe and sound. So 
come join the party and be swept away by the infectious 
energy of their music!

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

www.thehivepro.com
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Xtinct
52x11' | 2D Rig Animation | 2023

The Drawers Show
10X1' | 2D Cut-out Animation | 2022

Dino & the Egg Hunt
30X6' | 2D Cut-out Animation | 2022

Sharon Luxenburg
Four BFF’S, who live it up in the whimsical land of 
"Over the Rainbow," a city so secret, even Google Maps 
can't find it! With each sunrise comes a new wild ride 
filled with enchanted creatures, hair-raising adventures, 
and of course, loads of laughter. Together, they brave 
through all sorts of dangerous situations. From fighting 
fire-breathing dragon smell to outsmarting cunning 
trolls on the Rainbownet, these four friends always 
have each other's backs, using their wit and magic to 
save the day.

Ron Issac & Pil Animation 
Pil Animation Ltd.

Dino & the Egg Hunt tells the story of our two heroes on 
a search after missing dinosaur eggs. In each episode 
two dinosaur eggs have disappeared from the baby 
dinosaur kindergarten and our heroes follow the egg 
trail on a mission to find the eggs and return them 
safely to the kindergarten. The series was developed 
and produced for BabyTV, the world’s leading baby and 
toddler network.

Ada Rimon & Ofeq Shemer

An animated series which is part of the renewed 
and beloved kids show in israel: “Parpar Nehmad”. 
In each episode the drawers will surprises you with 
new characters and events!

Contact:  sharonluxenburg@gmail.com

Contact:  ofer@pilanimation.com

Contact:  ada.d.rimon@gmail.com

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

www.pilanimation.com

www.behance.net/TooshTeam

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

TV Series
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Web Series
Female Masturbation
7x5' | Mixed Media | 2024

Expecting
6 episodes | 2D Traditional Animation

Hadar Ron
Do you also feel that female masturbation is still taboo 
in our society? In the last year, we have interviewed 
amazing women who have agreed to share their 
intimate experiences about their masturbation. Our 
goal it to normalize the subject of female masturbation 
through an illustration and animation accompanied by 
the women's voices. We believe that their words have 
the power to connect women to their bodies, ease 
and reduce the discomfort that some women feel. 
Ten women between the ages of 20-80 speak in the 
series. Each episode will be a uniform color and have a 
different illustration style.

Sohini Tal & Chen Heifetz

An animated documentary series representing a wide 
range of personal experiences of fertility treatments. The 
series portrays a pertinent issue that is often overlooked 
and is not given the appropriate attention. 'Expecting' 
will bring the stories of six women who reveal the 
complications of the process and the numerous conflicts 
it entails. Each story uncovers a different way in which 
a woman contends with the treatments: silent birth, 
shattering faith and beliefs and self acceptance. The 1st 
episode ”Nurit” was officially selected and is competing 
in the “PERSPECTIVE” program in Annecy International 
Animation Film Festival 2023. 

Contact:  hadar9170@gmail.com

Contact:  chen.heifetaz@gmail.com

  IN PRODUCTION  

  IN DEVELOPMENT  
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Web Series
Down!
6X7' | 2D Rig Animation | 2024

Nadav Kauffman 
& Yonatan Horenczyk 
Studio Poink 

In an alternative reality where humankind was never 
expelled from Eden: The story of Adam – a spineless 
loser, who lives in a utopic society of pure nudists with 
no desires. Until one day, Pie - the snake living between 
his legs (yes, THAT ONE) suddenly comes to life – 
deciding to help him grow some balls!

Contact:  nadav.kauffman@gmail.com 

  IN DEVELOPMENT  

www.studiopoink.com

The Fenestas
6x6' | 2D Rig Animation | 2023

Shalev Ben Elya, Nadav Sheffer 
& Anan Gibson 
The Hive Studio

A dysfunctional family has to vote its own members off 
their grandfather’s will, as part of a twisted competition 
for his amusement before he dies.

Contact:  amit@thehivepro.com www.facebook.com/IrishCows

  IN DISTRIBUTION  
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Gaming
Shiva
2D Experimental Adventure | PC | 2022

AR Thing
Multiplayer AR | Mobile | 2023

Itamar Magid
Step into a world of magic and history with "Shiva", 
a unique 2D experimental game that takes you on 
a journey through the past. Based on real events 
and inspired by the creator's grandfather, this 
game is more than just a game: it's a window into 
a lost world. You play as Itamar, a young boy who 
arrives at his grandfather's Shiva and discovers a 
mysterious passageway into his grandfather's lost 
memories. Through the game, you will experience 
real locations, stories, images, and emotions that 
are sure to keep you captivated.

Shay Segal
This AR mobile game brings Thing from the 
Addams Family/Wednesday to life. Using the 
app, Players can control Thing with a joystick 
and guide it through physical spaces by 
scanning the real world with their device in 
real-time. The app allows for full interaction 
with the physical environment, making it 
possible to explore and play with a digital 
character in a whole new way.

Contact: magiditamar@gmail.com
www.hamagid.art

Contact: shaysegalxr@gmail.com
www.shaysegal.co
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Looking for: Collaborations

mailto:magiditamar@gmail.com
mailto:shaysegalxr@gmail.com
http://www.shaysegal.co
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Serpent
Graphic Novel | 2022

Yael Nathan
Serpent is a trilogy of fantasy graphic novels with an LGBT protagonist 
aimed at young adults. In 4 words, the story is like Mulan meets Kill Bill. 

Contact: yaeln@mac.com
www.serpentcomics.com Looking for: Distributers

Project Mom: From the Memories 
of a Fertility Patient
Graphic Novel | 2022

Reut Bortz
A personal Graphic Novel depicting the creator's four year 
roller-coaster of a journey to a baby.

Contact: comicsgirl@gmail.com
reutbortz.wixsite.com/projectmom Looking for: Distributers

The Cartoon Academy: 
The Computer Inventors 
Graphic Novel | 2022

Daniel Lichter
'The Cartoon Academy – The Computer Inventors' is a 17,400-word 
nonfiction middle-grade graphic novel that presents fascinating stories 
about some of the people who invented computers and the Internet. It 
was first published in Hebrew by one of the biggest publishers in Israel, 
Yedioth Books, on July 2022.

Contact: dnlichter@gmail.com
dnlichter.wixsite.com/lichtermania88 Looking for: Agents / Publishers

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  
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Student 07
Graphic Novel | 2023

Nimrod Havilio
A recollection of my summers teaching comic-book illustration 
in a Special Ed Summer camp – an experience that sent me on 
an introspective journey on my own days as a Special Education 
student.

Contact: misterfantastic1996@gmail.com
www.student07.substack.com Looking for: Distributers

95.94% Shlomo
Graphic Novel | 2023

Ron Levin
95.94% is (almost) a biographical graphic novel that tells the 
story of Shlomo, a military veteran as he reflects on his life after 
suffering a stroke that damages his short term memory.

Contact: ron91levin@gmail.com
www.instagram.com/ronhabat Looking for: Distributers

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

The Intruder
Picture Book | 2023

Nira Bar
The book was written a few years ago 
during a writing and illustration workshop. 
This is a picture book for 'grownups', a 
modern version of a famous fairy tale with 
a surprising twist in the story.

Contact: nirabar.studio@gmail.com
www.nirabar.co.il

  IN DISTRIBUTION  

Looking for: Distributers

  IN DISTRIBUTION  
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The Box Airplane
Graphic Novel | 2024

Yuval Wachman
An 8-year-old boy cherishes adventurous 
moments with a looked-up-to big brother, 
oblivious of an unspoken pain and an 
upcoming tragedy.

Contact: yuvallustration@gmail.com
www.yuvman.com
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Station
Graphic Novel | 2024

Danielle Peleg
Ella and her dog move into an apartment in the old central 
station area in South Tel Aviv. It's a tough neighborhood, and Ella 
is confronted with homelessness, prostitution, drug abuse, and 
addiction. She befriends Angel, a teenager living on the streets, and 
strives to make a difference in her life.

Contact: danielle@chapachka.com
www.daniellepeleg.com Looking for: Publishers

  IN PROGRESS  

  IN PROGRESS  

The Tree That No Child 
Has Imagined
Children Book | 2023

Sharon Spitz

Illustrations for a children's book written 
by Etgar Keret & Shira Geffen (WIP)

Contact: sharonspitzillustration@gmail.com
www.sharonspitz.com

  IN PROGRESS  

mailto:yuvallustration@gmail.com
http://www.yuvman.com
mailto:danielle@chapachka.com
http://www.daniellepeleg.com
mailto:sharonspitzillustration@gmail.com
http://www.sharonspitz.com
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Wild Thing
Personal Project | 2022

Elad Mualem

"Wild Thing" is a personal project that showcases 
a series of illustrations featuring friendly wild 
creatures inspired by 1960s Mexico.

Contact: eladmua@gmail.com
www.mualemelad.com

Soul Food
Personal VisDev Project | 2022

Hagai Itzhaki
A group of food truck owners find out that a big 
tech corporation is about to launch a robotic 
chef service and possibly take over the market. 
What will they do?

Contact: hagaidraws@gmail.com
www.hagaidraws.com

Major Arcana
Art Book | 2024

Sveta Knokh
The name Arcana comes from Latin and means secrets, hence 
the reference to "great secrets". My personal approach to the 
Arcana is based on a phenomenological concept and relies on 
deciphering the wisdom in the cards, which is open to everyone 
– the archetypes that appear on the cards are not fixed and their 
magic lies in their unique secret interpretations – in terms of 
time and place.

Contact: sveta.kno@gmail.com
www.svetaknokh.com Looking for: Funding

Looking for: Distributers

  IN PROGRESS  

  IN PROGRESS  

  IN DISTRIBUTION  
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